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Abstract—Competition among enterprises is no longer the competition between products, but the competition between business models. Innovation in business models is a booster for the development of environmental management industry. The article starts with the literature of the business model of environmental management industry and analyzes the present research situation and characteristics. Then, the conceptual model of environmental management industry business model is constructed and its internal meaning is expounded from the perspective of stakeholders.
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I. ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT

Resource exhaustion, environmental pollution, and ecological damage have become a bottleneck of sustainable economic and social development, as well as a huge threat to human health. Environmental protection is one of the most urgent problems facing the Chinese government. Over the more than 30 years since the reform and opening-up, China has undergone rapid economic development and become the world’s second largest economy. However, the contradiction between environment management and economic development is increasingly conspicuous. The government is now increasing investment in environmental protection. From 2009 to 2012 the investment in environmental protection amounted to 2.3 trillion yuan, among which 780 billion yuan was invested in environmental pollution control and facilities operating. It is necessary to increase investment, but the more important thing is to ensure the source, input, and operation efficiency of the fund. Enterprises are the main consumer of resources and energy, as well as the main producer of environmental pollution. Due to the fact that environmental resources are public goods, and the long investment cycle and low efficiency of environmental protection, enterprises lack enthusiasm for investment. The government needs to resolve this problem through environment regulation. Researchers have found that the intensity of government’s environmental regulation has evident effect on enterprises behavior in investing environmental protection; the behavior affects the enterprise value through technological progress; and the investment efficiency affects the enterprise value though technological efficiency [1].

The government needs to explore effective ways to solve the external environmental problems, taking into account not only the rigid environmental regulation, but also long-term mechanism. An effective way is internalization of environmental cost, which means enterprises increase investment in environmental protection in order to reduce or even eliminate the pollution and damage caused during production and consuming processes. The purpose is to reduce and even eliminate pollution from the source by making enterprises to take upon themselves the cost of pollution, so as to attain a sustainable development. As the main cause of environmental pollution—enterprises only bear a small part of the environmental cost, a larger part of the cost is burdened by the public and the government. The environmental cost burdened by the main cause of pollution is obviously less than that burdened by the society. Therefore, enterprises should take responsibilities for this cost. The negative externality of environmental cost corresponds to the environmental management method of end treatment, but compared with source treatment, such as interception technology, clearer production technology, end treatment is more expensive and less effective and its rules to share environmental cost is not in conformity with the principle “whoever causes pollution is responsible for its treatment” [2].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW OF BUSINESS MODEL OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY

A good business model is a primary condition for the success of an enterprise. The business model of an environmental protection enterprise refers to a series of factors and relations of the enterprise, which expound the business logic of the enterprise. Dongdong Yuan (2014) points out that China’s environmental protection industry have undergone four phases: equipment manufacturing centered, engineering construction centered, investment operation centered, and integrated environment service provider. Divided by object, there are sewage treatment, solid waste treatment, and air contaminant treatment. China’s sewage treatment enterprises have four main models: investment operation, water industry operation, water industry investment, and engineering, technology, and...
equipment provider. Solid waste treatment enterprises can be divided into government-led type, project investment operation type, and professional investment operation type. Air contaminant treatment enterprises mainly focus on the upstream links of desulfurization, denitrification, raw material providing, and dust-cleaning apparatus, as well as downstream operation links. Driven by national policy, environmental protection industry has developed from one single industry chain to whole industry chain. The emergence of new business model will create integrated environmental service providers and environment solution providers [3].

Chunyang Ji and Yaoping Li (2016) point out that “Internet +” environment has integrated into all aspects of social life. Internet technology can promote the integration of virtual economy and real economy, accelerate the interconnection of online and offline efforts, and a new business model driven by Internet technology has been formed, which greatly promote the generating of new mode of economic development. “Internet + environmental protection” means applying internet technology in environmental protection industry, building platform model, and improve the efficiency of environmental protection Internet service platform. Through case analysis, the authors believed that the development trend of environmental protection’s O2O business model is that the service platform will be professionalized and localized, the O2O model will be applied more widely in industry; the development mode of “environmental protection + supply chain finance” will come into being; environmental protection O2O service system will be generated based on mobile social networking platform [4].

An effective business model is the key to the success of an enterprise. “Customer value proposition, key resources, key processes, and profit model are four closely related factors, and can create and deliver value for the enterprises.” Customer value proposition include the target customer, the work to be done, the things to be provide. Profit model consists of cost structure, profit model, earnings model, and the speed of the use of resource. Key resources include personnel, technology, product, equipment information, channel, partner, alliance, and brand. Key processes ensure the expandability and repeatability of the transfer mode of customer value proposition. A successful enterprise will combine these factors in a consistent and complementary way and form a stable system. The innovation of business model follows construction logic instead of analytic logic. An enterprise should seek market gap by standing on its own strategic position, de-structuring its eternal environment, and analyzing customer value. Then, it should integrate external resources to gradually construct its own capabilities, and promote the formation of new industrial system and new commercial model. Thirdly, innovation in business model should not be confined to existing business boundaries, but to expand them, striving to find new demands beyond the boundaries, and enlarge its benefit community by establishing interest and transaction relationships with other stakeholders, so as to build a business ecological system that center around itself. Business ecosystem in internet era emphasizes on value co-creation and competition and cooperation relationship, because the advantages of business model innovation mostly come from business ecosystem, and need the collaboration of upstream and downstream stakeholders. It is suggested that an enterprise should reform or even overset the existing value logic, build partly loop-locked value logic, build win-win value sharing links with stakeholders with the same vision, and finally build its competitive advantages based on business ecosystem [5].

Wei Chen (2015) takes a private gas company (Company A) as an example and studies its business model innovation. She believes that when an enterprise is designing its business model, it should analyze its own conditions and the external macroscopic environment. This is a process of coupling between external market opportunities and the enterprise’s internal resources, and is also a process of constant trial and error. Her article analyzed the factors of the existing business model of Company A from four aspects: customer value proposition, profit model, key resources, and key processes, and found the main problems are: there is only one source of income, and the income may be unsustainable; the overall layout of the company’s location needs optimization. The idea of building a new business model is suggested: increase income and reduce expenditure so as to improve management efficiency; accelerate the development of new gas source; increase downstream sales so as to steadily enlarge scale of operation; improve customer satisfaction, build good public image, and maximize shareholder value. She designed a new business model for Company A from the perspective of factor composing of business models. When implementing the new business model, the enterprise should unify its thinking, strengthen its culture construction, and improve cohesive force in enterprise; adjust business organization structure, motivate key staff from different aspects, and help them fully realize their own personal value; improve staff welfare, and improve their income. Before the implementation of the new business model, it should ensure the transient processes are in accordance with the laws and regulations. Currently the gas industry is supervised by the government from different methods such as new project approval, price approval, and gas source distribution, therefore investors cannot invest freely in this industry, creating actual barriers to entry. Besides, any business model cannot live without the financial support of the company. Company A needs to secure the initial fund of implementing the new business model, and comparatively strong economic strength of investing enterprises. Therefore, it should control cost, perfect risk control system, establish good relationships with a number of banks, actively sign gas contracts, and secure stable and long-term gas source [6].

Hualong Yu (2015) studies business model from the perspective of new energy cars. He points out that recent years China’s new energy car industry has made great breakthrough, but there is still a big gap between China and other countries strong in new energy cars. New energy car industry has two paths of development: technology innovation-driven and business model innovation driven. Yu analyzes the business model of periodic lease of new energy cars. He analyzes the value chain of the business model of periodic lease, and builds a value network for the business model of periodic lease. By integrating the theoretical analysis of value network and the main components of
business model, he comes up with an evaluation index system including six aspects. Finally he took Hangzhou’s “mini bus” periodic lease business model as an evaluation object, and based on that, comes up with several suggestions of the development and operation of China’s new energy car periodic lease business model [7].

Youqing Sun (2015) studies the business model of energy-saving services enterprises, discusses how to build its core competitiveness, and this has significant meaning for the development of energy conservation and environment protection industry. The article takes the strategic planning of enterprises operation and development of Nanjiang Sushang New Energy Technology Co. Ltd as an example, and by analyzing its business model, studies the construction of the enterprise key abilities, and comes up with strategies to build and perfect core competitiveness of the enterprise [8].

The main analytical thinking of the above literature is: first, define the connotations of business model by clarifying the key factors of business model, and using these factors’ logic relationships to destruct business model. Then, take a specific industry or enterprise as an example, analyze the existing problems of its business model, and then propose solutions to these problems. When analyzing specific business model operation mode, dissect the new opportunities brought about to business model by Internet technology. Based on that, analyze the new business model and operation mechanism in the context of the Internet. Some researchers think that, against the background of the Internet, value chain is taken place by value network, and the realization of enterprise value is closely related to the value of the business ecosystem among stakeholders, as well as the value realization of the stakeholders.

III. A RESEARCH ON THE BUSINESS MODEL OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF STAKEHOLDERS

“A business model is a conceptual tool that contains a series of factors and the relations between these factors”, and is used to illuminate the business logic of value realization. The series of factors constitute the internal organization to provide customer value, including cooperative partner network, relational capital, etc. The purpose is to create sustainable, profitable income, and keep competitive edge. A representative business model concept is Wei Wei and Wuxiang Zhu (2011)’s definition. They believe that business model is the deal structure among stakeholders. Stakeholders include the staff, suppliers, partners, and customers, and the value exchange happened during their commercial activities form a value network. Alexander Osterwalder wrote in Business Model Generation that a business model contains nine factors: customer segmentation, value proposition, core resource, key business, channels, customer relations, key partnerships, cost structure, and source of revenue. These nine factors can be divided into four types: customer value, profit model, customer relations, and key resources capabilities. Wei and Zhu proposed the factors: orientation, operation system, key resources capabilities, profit model, cash flow structure, and value. In fact, some of the six factors have specific meaning, but some have abstract meaning. But there are inclusion relations between them. For example, profit model can include key resource capabilities, value can include cash flow structure. If further generalize, it can be concluded into four key factors: orientation, business structure, key resource capabilities, and value. Simply put, a business model is a mechanism to make money, whose money to make, how to make money, how to make money sustainably. Or we can say that value orientation, value production, and value distribution are the three aspects of general processes of a business model.

Enterprises’ innovation in business models should focus on dynamic mechanism and feasible paths. Dynamic mechanism comes from internal or external. Internal source can be the pursuit of interest, the preference of entrepreneurs, or the needs of self-actualization. External source can be technological push, demand pull, and competition. The choice of paths mainly focuses on direction of innovation, degree of innovation, elements of innovation, and so on. An enterprise is a system that consists of different value activities. An innovation path means to optimize available resources, to improve element structure, in other words, to change the enterprise logic in value creation. Therefore business model innovation is to change the value creation logic [9].

For environmental protection enterprises, to analyze their business models also require analyzing the structure of deal between stakeholders. Stakeholders refer to “any individuals or groups who can affect the realization of an enterprise’s goals, or can affect the process of the realization of an enterprise’s goals.” (Freeman, 1983) The stakeholders include consumers, shareholders, environmental groups, the public, government at all levels. But there are contradictions between the interest appeals of different interest bodies, as can be exemplified in how to deal environmental pollution. Enterprise pursue the maximization of its profit, and when they only focus on profit maximization, they will not be able to improve public welfare. From the perspective of game theory, environmental deterioration is a “tragedy of the commons”. Since different stakeholders have different concern degrees and performance points on improving the environment, there will be a game between these stakeholders. And the environmental management measures finally adopted by the enterprises are in most cases a comprehensive result of the constant game between the stakeholders [2].

An enterprise is an economic entity of independent management and assumes sole responsibility for its profits or losses. Under national hypothesis, an enterprise will make decisions that benefit itself in pursuit of profit maximization. Government is the representative of public interest and a supervisor, and its goal is to pursue maximized public welfare. When enterprises and the government are faced with pollution problems, a certain enterprise might be reluctant to take measures, in fear that it would be the only one to invest in pollution treatment and the cost would not be recovered; some even refuse to take “pollution internalization” measures. The government, on the other hand, facing environmental pollution, especially a serious pollution, and under public pressure, would urgently seek solutions, or else its image would be damaged. It is clear that enterprises and the government have different goals, and thus different standpoints. The government only needs to protect the
enthusiasm of enterprise investment, but also needs to create a fair competitive environment and safeguard public welfare. So there is a game between the government and enterprises. Considering that enterprises might try to escape the environmental cost that they should be responsible for, the government must supervise in order to improve the possibility for the enterprises to take pollution abatement measures. As for pollution treatment, there is also a game between governments of different regions and at different levels, for example, between central government and local government, or between governments of different regions. When the goals of central and local government are inconsistent, local governments, especially those from remote areas, would take advantage of this information asymmetry and “falsely execute” the policies set by the central government. In order to maximize public welfare while carrying out of environmental policies, we should change local governments’ performance appraisal system which centered on economic interest, or even a simplified index system, and further improve supervision and information feedback. When two governments of the same level take part in an environmental pollution game, either of them is willing to do pollution control, which is called a game balanced strategy, and this requires the central government’s intervention. Likewise, when enterprises are faced with the game of environmental pollution, their balanced strategy is also non-treatment. At this point, the government needs to interfere, formulate relevant policies, and try to achieve Pareto equilibrium.

Faced with environmental pollution and treatment, there is also a game between consumers and enterprises. The consumers’ concern degree and sensitivity of environmental protection quality will in turn affect the choices of enterprises when they are making production decision. With the constant development and social progress, consumers’ demand for quality life is growing, including the preference for a better environment. Enterprises are oriented by the need of consumers, and change their production function. We might as well divide consumer environmental sensitivity into three levels, high, medium, and low. The purchase behaviors of these three categories of consumers differ a lot, and will lead to the adopting of differentiated production policies by enterprises.

What role should the government play in dealing with environmental pollution? As early as 1990, Yining Li had pointed out that enterprises, residents, and the government (central government and local government) should share environmental management expenses. But what the government should bear is supplemental environmental management expenses, and the main part of it should be borne by the pollution subjects. The government shoulders more political, legal, administrative, and moral responsibilities. Therefore, when faced with environmental pollution and management, the government should introduce relevant polices without delay, increase institutional supply, give incentives to enterprises’ environmental cost internalization, and promote internalization of environmental cost. To be specific, the policies are mainly about limitations on pollutant discharge of enterprises and supporting punitive measures, all of which will exert influence on the enterprises’ operating decision. In this regard, the theoretical circle has three viewpoints: Pollution Heaven Hypothesis, Factor Endowment Hypothesis, and Porter Hypothesis. Pollution Heaven Hypothesis believes that if environmental regulation is strict, the cost of enterprises is bound to increase, and rational enterprise behavior will be inclined to choose to run business in a country or region that has low environmental compliance cost. Of course, comprehensive cost-effectiveness accounting needs to be made according to the advantages and disadvantages of a certain region. Factor Endowment Hypothesis believes that enterprises’ enthusiasm in investment is dependent on the benefit brought by resource endowment advantages and the cost of compliance with environmental regulations. Porter Hypothesis believes that government regulation will promote enterprises’ technological innovation, and thus improve enterprise competitiveness. We can see that these viewpoints are made from a comprehensive consideration of government institutional supply and enterprises’ choice, and finally lie on the balance of comprehensive interest. In this regard, empirical results have shown that government regulation can effectively reduce environmental pollution density. Stakeholders have different appeal point for enterprises’ environmental performance, therefore their influence on environmental management efficiency has been accepted by academic circles and practice circles.

Business model innovation is the deconstruction and remodeling of the core logic of value creation. Therefore, innovation in value chain links involves cooperation with upstream and downstream enterprises. Therefore, stakeholders should collaboratively improve connecting points, especially the key points of value chain links, which may contribute to increment of value, and even expand the value network beyond boundaries, and comprehensively consider environmental performance.

It is generally believed that business model is the logic of value creation. According to this, value proposition, value creation, and value distribution is the basic logic. The conceptual model designed below is based on this logical relationship. The proposition of environmental management industry depends on the balanced power of motivation and restriction. Motivation means that, if the government wants to encourage the development of a certain industry, or motivate enterprises to take investment measures to conduct pollution prevention and treatment, it may adopt fiscal and taxation policies to support enterprises, or compensate for their expenses, or give them other preferential policy. On the other hand, restriction means that, if enterprises do not take initiative in environment management, they will undertake the penalty of negative externality. Likewise, since stakeholders take part in value creation, they will naturally share the value. If there is no good mechanism to balance the interests of all parties, the business model must be short-lived. Therefore, faced with environmental management problem, there will be a comprehensive game between the stakeholders, and after that they will relocate environmental management, which will have two kinds of influence: the first is that importance will be attached to environmental management, which appears as the pressures put on core enterprises to make them take environmental management measures. The second influence is the impetus for environmental management. Taking good environmental management value
proposition will win the recognition of consumers and stakeholders, and achieve good results, and this appears as incentive (see Fig. 1).

In this process, the government will play a role of motivation or restriction through environmental regulations, to guide and propel enterprises to take environmental protection behaviors. Stakeholders will give incentive to and put pressure on core enterprises to improve the environment, which appears as a mechanism combining incentive and restriction. These mechanisms will prove valid through constant practice, and be recognized and then solidify into a “rule relationship”, and in turn become “institutional constraint” for enterprises and stakeholders, or even sublime into a “cultural self-consciousness”, thus the business model of environmental management industry will have solid and sustainable cognitive basis. On the contrary, if core enterprises carry out technical improvement because of some trigger factor, it will increase the technical value. But if it cannot get the recognition and cooperation from other enterprises from the same value chain, it will face increase cost, which will result in the increase in product price. If consumers are insensitive to product’s environmental-protective quality or indifferent to environmental changes, they would not buy these products of higher prices. Here, in the aggregation of the stakeholders of value chain, any factor, or any stakeholder’s incoordination will break the balance. Therefore, these stakeholders will seek balance in the game of comprehensive interests including economic interest, social interest, and ecological interest, until the realization of Pareto Optimality. The constant game between stakeholders is also a process of interest redistribution. The overall trend of evolution should be constant improvement of both enterprises’ economic benefit and environmental quality, and a collaborative development of environmental protection and economic development. See below for details.
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